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Preface
Compiled in this report are annual progress reports of 5 projects under SHAREE, covering the period of
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015. Detailed progresses of project wise activities against targets are
being presented in separate chapters on individual project. Since its inception in 1992, the Self-Help
Association for Rural People through Education and Entrepreneurship (SHAREE) has been working with
persistent endeavor for the socioeconomic up-liftmen of the poorest of the poor in the country. The areas,
according to the SHAREE strategic plan, are considered to be focused are- Rights of Minorities, Women
Human Rights, Dalit Rights, Education & actions to under climate change situation, Development of Human
Rights Defender, Strengthening of Panchayets of Dalit community under a network, empowerment of
women through inclusion in Dalit Panchayet, and development of youth as future leader.
The country have witnessed an unparalleled political turmoil throughout the year, almost every sector of
social, political and economic activities remained virtually standstill throughout the year due to
indiscriminate observance of general strike, hartal, blockade, burning and breaking of vehicles, houses,
etc., by political rivals. Development activities have been severely hampered during the reporting year.
Revival of IS in the country is the new threat for the people in the country. By this time killing of
foreigners, bloggers and some others was claimed by IS. The comments of National Human Rights
commission Chairman reflects the overview of the country situation- “The state will have to answer for
curtailing the freedom of a citizen…..Some 70-80 people are being detained everyday in the name of
maintaining law and order. This cannot go on in a civilized, democratic and educated state.”
Moreover, 2015 may be also termed as one of worst year for the minorities; religious minorities were
the victims of government actions against initiation of trial against war criminals. Just after
pronouncement of verdicts against war criminals a group of unruly fundamentalist carryout
unprecedented atrocities against minorities; they vandalized worship and houses of minority families
throughout the country.
The truth also observed that the SHAREE effort for human rights of the Dalit and minorities communities
is gradually developing their views and attitudes towards self effort for potential development. The
communities become active to get services of the Govt. Institution and demanding Human Rights
through their Net-work.
I express my warm appreciation to the SHAREE staff members for the committed and dedicated efforts in
their works. I also express my heartiest gratitude to Partner organizations supporting SHAREE for her
endeavors for Dalit and Minorities Human rights in Bangladesh.

Preo Bala Biswas
Executive Director

SHAREE Annual Report 2015
Introduction
SHAREE (Self-Help Association for Rural people through Education and Entrepreneurship), a women led nongovernment, non-profitable and non-political right based organization was established in 1992 with a clear
vision of “Establishment of Human Rights of Minorities with emphasis to Dalit and other professionally
excluded people so that they can live in dignity with the mainstream society being free from poverty, injustice
and discrimination”. SHAREE has been working mostly for the mainstreaming of the minorities with special
emphasis to Dalit Community and empowerment of women through establishing women human rights.
SHAREE believes on non-directive, bottom up, integrated and participatory development work and acts as a
catalyst with concerned people of its working areas. It aspires for a society free from exploitation, deprivation,
malnutrition and oppression. Where every individual will be able to get rightful shares of the resources, human
rights, basic needs, and justice will be honored; all could be able to live in peace and harmony as stated in the
holy constitution of the country.
SHAREE from the very beginning of its intervention in the field of development geared all its strength towards
reducing gaps between mainstream minorities with special emphasis to Dalit/indigenous community through
bringing the untouchable community in the mainstream of development. Particular emphases have been
provided towards minimizing discrimination against women in the community. In order to address adverse
effect of global warming and climate change in Bangladesh, the organization has also included climate change
as priority sector in its interventions.

SHAREE Intervention in the field of Development
SHAREE focused all its interventions directed to empowerment of Dalit community, the most outrageous
and intolerable cast system created by so called civilized society in the question of sacred & un-sacred.
SHAREE endeavor is to ensure women participation at all decision making committees, prepare children for
education mainstreaming & strengthening Dalit Panchayet and youth clubs for establishing their human
rights. The intervention that addressed in implementation of development programs are:1. Human Rights and Good Governance: Minorities particularly Dalit community in Bangladesh continues
to struggle to gain access to human rights protection services and the justice system as a whole. They are
deprived of access to such services due to a general lack of knowledge and awareness, lack of
representation, complex procedural systems, corruption, lack of trust in law enforcers, and infrastructural
and economic barriers that exist within the country.
2. Education: Dalit literacy rate is far below than that of the National average because of hundreds of
year’s accumulated discrimination & deprivation. The tasks are not only limited to arranging educational
facilities for the community children but also to encourage their parents to send children in those schools.
Most Dalit parents prefer to involve their children in works for supplementing family income. SHAREE
provided its best effort to overcome the situation and to support Dalit community children for
mainstreaming to existing education sector & support to Millennium declaration EFA as well.

3. Climate Change and Disaster management: In adverse effect of global warming and Climate Change has
become an unavoidable reality to the people of Bangladesh, especially in the coastal zone. The
geographical position along with the huge population, poverty, low literacy and malnourishment has
amplified the threat of Climate Change. Under the leadership of SHAREE a forum was established with the
participation of different partner organizations named as “Climate Change and Justice Network” to execute
the above stated emergency components for challenging the crisis of climate change and vulnerability of
disaster situation. SHAREE is also the member of Network of Climate Change in Bangladesh &
implementing the planned activities for awareness development and adaptation under a changed
situation.
4. Gender and Development: Respect to each other and responsibility for social development is followed
no discrimination for any sex is the main basis of Gender Equity. Evidence in the new millennium however
shows the need for more focused work on gender & empowerment issues to change norms of the society
so that the rights of the girl and women can be protected. Women are deprived off and also facing
vulnerability in the family level, in the society and in the state level. Right to possess equal opportunity in
terms of right to enjoy mental and personal freedom as stated in the Constitution of the country is needed
to be executed & to be protected by the law is the main theme behind SHAREE gender Development
intervention. The equal rights on property and as well as participations of the women in the decision
making process will act as fundamental to human progress for a sustainable development. Being a women
lead organisation SHAREE carefully handle the issue.
5. Organization Development: Organization Development is a significant program through which SHAREE
tries to sensitize its program partners about their situation in the society. A gradual learning in the process
of development planning and implementation is strictly followed by SHAREE for strengthening its own
capacity and thus support to build up Community capacity through Community Based Organizations (CBO)
for sustainable development. Mobilization, Networking, Resource Integration, Policy Development and
practice supports to attain the goal. SHAREE’s goal is to develop a non-directive, bottom-up, integrated and
participatory development framework where people can enjoy their human rights without any
discrimination of race cast and sex under poverty free situation.
Compiled in this report are annual progress reports of 5 projects under SHAREE, covering the period of
January 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015. Detailed progresses of project wise activities against targets are
being presented in separate chapters on individual project. The areas, according to the SHAREE strategic
plan, are considered to be focused are- Rights of Minorities, Women Human Rights, Dalit Rights, Education
& actions to under climate change situation, Development of Human Rights Defender, Strengthening of
Panchayets of Dalit community under a network, empowerment of women through inclusion in Dalit
Panchayet, and development of youth as future leader. Since then all activities of SHAREE have been
directed within the framework of the strategic plan.
During 2015 SHAREE’s assignments with the Dalit, community in general and Dalit women in particular,
were mostly focused on promotion and protection of Dalit Human rights and establishment of rights of
women and children, building awareness about dire effects of violence against women in the society, initiate
campaign to resist violence against women, involvement of outcast community in the main stream of the
society and eradication of illiteracy, environmental issues, etc. Special emphasis was given towards
empowerment of Dalit women human rights through inclusion in Dalit Panchayet, the most powerful local
administrative unit the community.
Almost incessantly, Human Rights of Minorities are being grossly abused and violated by the powerful
section in the country; in most cases administration and political leadership remain either silent or
supportive to violators. The constitution of Bangladesh, one of most progressive and secular, provides
enough space for rights of every individual human being living in this geographic area. However, in reality
the minorities helplessly observed that the spirits of constitutions are now and then being shamelessly
violated with different plea by a group of powerful insane vested group. The examples of violation of

constitutional rights may be seen if the atrocities by scoundrels against minorities are observed after
almost every general election at least since independence.
2015 may be termed as one of worst year for minorities, recently the Government has initiated trails of
war criminals through forming special tribunal but unfortunately it is the religious minorities who have
been victims of this decision/action. Interestingly, after every incidence both government and opposition
start to play blame game against each other but so far no one has undertaken any concrete actions to
stop repetition of such carnages. The minorities became hostage to the political confrontation between
governing and opposition party supporters. Authorities have miserably failed to provide neither justice
nor protection for the victims of attacks-no one is known to have been held accountable for the
mysterious mob violence against minorities in the recent past.

Implemented activities 2015
A number of pre-planned activities were implemented during the year in order to achieve projects as well as
organization’s objectives under 5 projects. These are very briefly-undertaking motivational campaign targeting
orthodox Dalit Panchayet leaders for women empowerment, operating pre-primary school, Primary coaching
support, non-formal primary education and social education, different human development and skills
development training, advocacy campaign(s) and establishment and nursing of networking of Dalit CBOs,
establishment of linkage between Dalit CBOs/Panchayets and different service providing organizations,
organize rallies and meetings on different human rights/gender issues and also involvement of civil society
members in Dalit affairs. The activities performed are briefly as follows:
Training to target group members: Different Target group trainings are organized under different projects
these are Capacity Building of New Panchayet, Human development Training of New Panchayet, Govt.,
Services & Constitutional Rights, Training to Shadow Panchayet, Paralegal & Constitutional Rights training
to leaders, training to human right defenders, Training to pair on gender development, Workshop with
Media Defender group, Adaptation under changed climate situation etc.
Rapid Response against Violence: Fatullah Rishipara one of the living area of the community who are
striving for human rights. The community is living in the khas land for more than 30 years. Unfortunately,
The colony was fired on 3rd july, 2015 to quit the people from the area. SHAREE, Bangladesh Dalit
Panchayet Forum, Bangladesh Hindu Buddha Christian Unity council protested against the violence. The
protestant group Met the Local and District Administration to support the victims. The result was very
positive and the people received housing support from every corner. The Local Government Authority
announces that this people could not quit out until there is permanent shelter for them.
Public Hearing on Human rights situation and Panchayet responsibility: In order to create public
awareness about community problem, “Public Hearing on Human rights situation was organized in the
community level to support the the Panchayet and develop cooperation of the community. The Panchayet
leaders, Shadow Panchayet leaders, Youth group and other people of the community participated in the
hearing session. The community people experienced with new ideas that their voice in general is valued
and the Panchayet s are also realized that the democratic manner is essential for community leadership.
National level dialogue on the development of Ultra poor: With a view to sensitize national elites and
media people about torture/oppression/forceful obligation to the ultra poor/ minorities SHAREE organized
the sharing session titled as “ Development of Ultra poor community. Among other distinguish
personalities and honorable MP and the Chairman of employment abroad attended as chief guest.
Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh Horizon Okkoy
Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum, Human Rights Media Defender Forum: During the
reporting period, SHAREE organized quarterly meetings with CBOs namely Bangladesh Horizon Okka
Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh, Human Rights

Defender Forum, Media Defender Forum for Dalit Human Rights, Youth club under the Panchayet and
registration support to the group.
Day Observation: To raise mass awareness about the rights of cobbler and sweeper community, SHAREE
organized and celebrated all relevant National and International days. In this occasion, the Project has
organized rally and discussion session where men, women and children of all section have participated.
During the year three days on 8th March, and 10th December were observed.
Lobby meeting with Social welfare/Mayor/government officials and Local Government Authority: In
order to establish Dalit right in the different safety net programs undertaken by government, several
meetings organized in the working areas of Sherpur, Jamalpur, Dhaka & Narayangonj, Dinajpur ,Barisal,
Manikgonj, Rajbari, Chandpur and Natore. Department of Social Welfare, Women & children Affairs, Youth
Development, Upazila Education Officer were knocked with community leaders to introduce the leaders &
information about the support available. In the same way Local Government Authority like Upazila
Chairman, Union Chairman and Counselors were invited in the community meeting to know the Dalit
situation and raise hands to support for community human rights. The officials introduce the existing
support available with the department and procedure of receiving the support. This has opened the
possibilities to Dalit male & female to communicate in a regular basis.
Shadow Panchayet Formation: In order to empower and develop leadership & confidence of Dalit
women, development of an institution for them is a unique idea which was initiated by this project.80
groups with 15 members each is formed & regularly meeting with them. Out of total groups 15 groups are
at Narayangonj, 35 groups are under Dhaka and the rest are in Sherpur and Jamanpur.
Monthly meeting of Shadow Panchayet: All Shadow Panchayet met once in every month. All members of
the shadow Panchayet committee attended the meetings. The meeting is a learning forum for women of
the community to promote and protect women rights in the society. Community Development Coordinator
of SHAREE facilitate the session in a participatory process to know the basic Human Rights, rights that
possessed by the women, Gender equity, Panchayet activities, Service Delivery Institutions surround, legal
action procedure for victim women etc. In those meeting they also shared their problems and discussed
how they can solve those problems. Sharing of receiving services from different Government sources
encourages others to communicate with the authority.
Quarterly meetings of Shadow Panchayet members: Quarterly meetings with the Shadow Women
Panchayet committee members were organized, different women related issues like-Rights of women in
the family/in the society/in the state, violence against women-their causes and remedies, importance of
child education, etc., were discussed and shared in order to make them aware. The Deputy Project
Coordinator with Community Development Coordinator facilitate the meeting with the information’s on
legal steps against any of the oppression, Eve teasing, Child marriage, Dowry. Open sharing on the problem
solving process with the support of Panchayet. Leaders of local Panchayet Committee participation are an
added support to open the door of Women participation in the Panchayet and community development
effort.
Quarterly CMC meeting: Centre Management Committee Meeting (CMC): Meetings of centre
Management Committee were held during the year. The CMC was formed to oversee Project works and
ensure proper management of pre-primary schools and Coaching ecnters established by the project.
Besides, members of CMC other male and female residence of the colony also attended the meetings.
Quarterly meeting of Central leaders (Panchayets): 4 meetings of central leaders held during the reporting
period. National Political situation, Torture to minorities in the different districts, Importance of Nation
wide Net Work development, Support to District Committee strengthening, Assure women involvement &
cooperation for community Development, up-date information on the service delivery sectors of the
Government, next general meeting & new committee formation etc shared in the meeting.

Panchayet Network Strengthening: Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum is a national forum for Dalit;
representatives of Dalit Panchayet from all over SHAREE working areas of the country joined together to
formed this central Committee. Two Members from SHAREE supported project areas are among the
central committee members. The central committee meeting of the Forum held in Dhaka.
Strengthening of “Dalit Women Movement of Bangladesh :(DWMB)”(Dalit Nari Andolan) To empower
women and develop leadership of the women as well as integration with women movement in Bangladesh
“Dalit women Movement of Bangladesh” with Dalit women was formed. Advance women member of Dalit
& Horizon community Shadow Women Panchayet were selected in a democratic process. SHAREE
supported them to meet by-monthly and share the women problems in the community level and their
effort for problem solving.
Establish Education centre: 13 centers have been under operation during the reporting period. A total of
315 students yearly got educational supports in these centers. Local Center Management Committee is
formed to supervise the activities of locally appointed teacher and the advancement of the students.
Mothers meeting also organized by the teacher to develop family/community concern for children
education. National curricula follow for teaching the students & the teachers are trained accordingly on
pedagogy. Centers were in the different Dalit colonies of SHAREE working areas. 4 out of total are in
Sherpur & 1 Narayangonj & the rest under Dhaka.
Coaching support to Dalit students also introduces in the year as requested by the community.9 coaching
Centers under Dhaka and Narayangonj opened to reduce dropout and support to poorest family students
to continue education.
District Committee Quarterly meeting: During the period 10 districts Committee were formed; 310 office
bearers were democratically elected by the Panchayet and shadow Panchayet leaders. Among the office
bearers of district committee 23% are female. Representatives from existing central committee visited
different areas with SHAEE Officials to strengthen the committee. District Committee met quarterly to
review their activities and their effort to receive the support from the service delivery institute.
Dalit Human Rights Media Defenders Orientation Workshop and meeting: 20 freelance media actors have
been selected from 20 districts of the country, the prime intention for such media actors appointing by the
project is to collect and published information about Dalits of the districts where project staff are not
directly working. The monthly reports of the Media Actors printed through the Dalit Kantha for massive
circulation on the Dalit situation in the country.
Publication on Dalit issue: All planned 12 issues of the Dalit Kontha have been dully published and
distributed to the relevant people for information on the Dalit struggles and achievement all over.
Publication of SHAREE Journal
SHAREE started publication of Journal in the name of “Bangladesh Journal of Dalit and Minority” from its
Office desk. The Stories in the Journal are the fact findings that collected from the different corner of the
country written by the people who feel for the mainstream of the Dalit community.

Projects of SHAREE
In 2015, SHAREE has implemented 5 Projects these are:
1.1 “Strengthening the Voice of Human Rights Defenders to protect Rights and Entitlements of Ethnic
Minority”
1.2 Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh
1.3 Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community Through Human & Women Rights Education”
1.4 Pre-primary School for Dalit Children
1.5 Advocacy to Enhance Justice for the Climate Vulnerable People in Bangladesh

1.1 Strengthening the Voice of Human Rights Defenders in the issue of
Economic Justice Supported by OXFAM GB

The Objectives of the project : The main objectives of the project are to :1) Development of Human Rights Defenders to improve Human Rights situation in Bangladesh with
Democratic Culture related to economic justice issue.
2) Inclusion of Dalit Issue in the National Development Budget.
3) Campaign on Economic Justice issue for Dalit and women.
Final beneficiaries &/or target groups: The final beneficiary of the action was 37500 which include the
indirect beneficiaries of 16 areas.
Direct: Total-562. (Female: 92 Male:470)
The direct beneficiaries are 6 CBO from different colonies under Dhaka District, out of Dhaka District there
are 10 CBO’s (Bangladesh Dalit and Minority Human Rights Movement (BDMHRM).) and Dalit & Minority
Human Rights Defender Group.
Activities Implemented

No. of events

No. of Participants
attended
Mal Femal Total
e
e

Target planned Achieve
for the
d
year
Training for Human Rights Defenders on the 1
1
1
13
7
20
issue of Economic Justice in Bangladesh
National level dialogue for Dalit inclusion in 1
1
1
93
28
121
Development Budget 2015/16
Strengthening women organization of 6
6
6
109 46
155
minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh
Horizon Okkoy Parishad & Bangladesh
Panchayet forum
Press Conference
1
1
1
45
52
97
Lobby meeting with Social welfare, Women 3
3
3
27
15
42
Affairs and Youth Affairs
Training for Human Rights Defenders on the issue of Economic Justice in Bangladesh
As per annual plan, one batch of training to human rights defenders was organized with the participation
of 20 indigenous representatives from different colonies of SHAREE working areas.. Among the participants
35% were female. 2 days training course supported the participants with information on constitutional
rights, Human rights, UN declaration on Human rights and the Economic Injustice against minorities. It was
stipulated that “Human rights defenders” from the most neglected and discriminated communities in the
long run will help establishment of rights for the community.

Advocacy for Dalit inclusion in Development Budget 2015/16
This was a burning issue before the Annual Budget declaration by the Government for 2015/16. It was
experienced that in the previous year budget the Government allocated a lump-sum amount (very few) as
special allocation for Dalit community. The Dalit community people in Bangladesh are more than 75 Lakh(
claimed by the community.) who are struggling for mainstreaming of them and demanding citizen rights .
SHAREE organizes sharing meeting for Dalit inclusion in the Development budget. Md.Israfil Alom, Member
of the Parliamentary Committee for Foreign employment and welfare of employe abroad was the chief
guest in the meeting. The special guest were Professor Mezbah Kamal of Dhaka University, Swapan Saha,
Ex press secretary of Bangladesh High Commission at United States, Moushami Biswas of OXFAM,Nirmal
Das, Secretary General of Bangladesh Horizon Oikkyo Parishad. The meeting was presided by Ronit Lal,
Chairman, Dalit Youth Human Rights Defender Forum and Preo Bala Biswas, Executive Director SHAREE
inaugurated the meeting.
The speakers in the meeting demanded Government attention to allocate fund for Dalit community
development as the community is far behind than the mainstream community. The Honorable Prime
Minister by this issued special circulation for Dalit community development and SAFE Fund for ethnic
minority presently included Dalit support under the same fund. The budget allocated only Taka twelve core
for 75 lakh people which is very insufficient. The meeting demanded at least 22.5% development budget
allocation for the Dalit. Successful implementation of Vision 21 depends on the development of the Ultra
poor. The Development indicators focus the equal rights and dignity for all. Until it lacks there is no success
of MDG/SDG. Every one demanded participation and opportunity for the poorest community.
The speakers also added that, there is no actual census about the population of the Dalit and where they
are residing. Constitutionally it is important to find the actual population of Dalit. Ratio of population
demanded the ratio of budget allocation. At the same time the meeting urges election quota for the
community and direct involvement in the national party may support the people to move for self
sustainability.
Md. Israfil Alam, Chief Guest opined that the Dalit people are not united. The united move of Dalit and
Horizon community only could support to solve their problem. State initiative needs wider involvement of
the fact. The allocation at the moment for Dalit community is very insufficient. You could provide you
demand to Honorable Prime Minister and I will support my best to get your demand.
Strengthening women organization of minorities and Dalits DWMB & Bangladesh Horizon Okkoy
Parishad & Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum
As per plan, during the reporting period the project organized 5 meetings with CBOs namely Bangaldesh
Horizon Okka Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum and Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh.
They shared their monthly local tasks in the meeting. The moral strength of the women for their
advancement found very positive. The leaders in each area are initiating various activities, such as organize
water supply, rebuild/repair local temple (Mandir), sanitation problems, Salish, VAW, etc., to address those
community problems.
Lobby Meeting
In order to establish Dalit right in the different safety net programs undertaken by government, SHAREE
providing its best effort for socio-economic and cultural dignity of the community. In continuation of the
program with the support of OXFAM- CSRL, SHAREE organizes 3 lobby meeting with the Government high
Officials at their offices with Dalit representatives. The Officials shared available facilities and process to
achieve the facilities. Department of Social Welfare, Department of Women Affairs and Ministry of Youth
were requested to support the community. All the above sectors agreed to full-fill the demand as
regulations with special emphasis. The Honorable Secretary of the Ministry of Youth added that the
demand of the community to develop a technical training cum production center for the community may
be established.
In the above meeting the officials were, Secretary of the Ministry, Deputy and Assistant Secretary, Director
and DG of Social Welfare, District Women Welfare Officer and representatives of Dalit Nari Andolan, Dalit
Human Rights Defender Forum, Dalit Panchayet Forum leaders were present.

Press Conference:
Press conference on the issue of the situation of Dalit people and our responsibility held in the Reporters
Unity. SHAREE organized the press conference with the support of OXFAM. The concept note on the issue
read out by Ranjan Bakshi Nupu. The concept note claimed to Media Personnel to focus Dlait situation
through media for attraction to the Government. 25% of the people of the country are living under
extreme poverty situation and of which 6% are Dalit& Horizon. The Dalit community claimed for availing
Constitutional rights to the Government through the press conference. The demands were:
1. Allocation of Khas Land for the Permanent settlement of the cobbler community.
2. Arrangement of Healthy and safe residence for the Horizon community.
3. Establish Government Pre-primary & Primary school in the Horizon and Dalit residential areas.
4. Relax the admission policy for Dalit student to admit in to secondary school.
5. To reduce drop out organize coaching support and education scholarship for Dalit and Horizon.
6. Education quota for admission in to University.
7. Government Nutrition project to be started in the Dalit & Horizon colony.
8. Modernize shoe product training arrangement for cobbler community youth with supply of
materials for production.
9. Creation of employment opportunity with skill development support.
10. Ensure 80% quota for the employment of Horizon community for cleaning job nationally and
abroad.
After the concept note deliberation, the quarries of the pressmen were responded by the Secretary
General of Bangladesh Horizon Oikko Parished Mr. Nirmal Chandra das, Pinky Rani Das, Secretary, DWMB,
and Coordinator of HRD Forum Mr. Liton Das.
Impact of the Project
The project has been under implementation since last March 2013, therefore it is too early to draw any
conclusion with regards to impact of the project. However, the following outcomes are observed.
1. The project has successfully mobilized and involved different actors like Dalit leader, youth from
the community people (both male & female), Media journalist, Advocate to protect minorities’
human rights in their own working situation. Human & Constitutional rights messages widely
circulated by the group.
2. It was observed that the defender groups have protested and actively participated in the protest
meetings/rallies/human chain/press conference against attack on minorities’ community after the
National Election on January 5, 2014,.
3. Defender group developed linkage with Bangladesh Human Rights Commission. The Commission
assured to support the group legally.
4. Department of Social Welfare assures to support the community with the available facilities
remains with the Department.
5. Demand to the Government for special quota to Dalit student is passed. Three University Dhaka,
Jagannath and Jahangir Nagar University declared 1% quota for Dalit Student admission.
6. The women feel confidence to move outside of the community and became united to do welfare of
the community. In the National Committee of Horizon Oikkyo Parishad Women participation is
ensured and Ms. Suchitra of local Dalit Nari Andolan Committee and Ms. Belly Rani, Central
Committee member of Dalit Nari Andolan are included in the National Committee. Ms. Belly & Ms.
Suchitra is now working as president and Secretary of UNDP Slum development Program for 5
years in the colony.

2. Promoting gender sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh
Financed by Bread for the World
Project Objective : Gender sensitive Dalit community Panchayets are developed and they are actively
involved in improving socio economic condition and establishing rights of Dalit people.
Number and location of panned Panchayet
Number and location of panned Panchayet
Upazila
Name of Village
Upazila
Name of Village
Hazaribag
Gonoktuli
Narayangonj Sadar
Kacharigoli
Bongshal
Nazirabazar
Narayangonj Sadar
Tanbazer
Savar
Shympur
Narayangonj Sadar
Jimkhana
Savar
Jamur
Narayangonj Sadar
Netaigonj
Savar
Jamur
Narayangonj Sadar
Baburail
Kamalapur
T.T.Para
Fatullah
Dapa
Mirpur
Anandanagor
Fatullah
Fotulla
Mirpur
Bagbari
Bandor
Bandor new
Shaympur
East Jurain
Bandor
Sabdi
Shaympur
North Jurain
Bandor
Bandor old
Shaympur
West Jurain
Sonargaon
Ashrabdi
Lalbag
Lalbag
Sonargaon
Kabligonj
Lalbag
Lalbag
Sonargaon
Bhairabdi
Badda
West Beraid
Narayangonj Sadar
Tamak Patty
Badda
Middle Beraid
Narayangonj Sadar
Hakim Mushi Bari
Badda
Beraid Takpara
Narayangonj Sadar
Nangolbond
Badda
Hijalpara
Mohmmadpur
Rayerbazar
karanigonj
kaligonj
Sabujbag
Kazirbag
Karanigonj
North Ramerkanda
Gandaria
Narinda
Karanigonj
East Ramerkanda
Dhanmondi
Zigatola
Karanigonj
West Ramerkanda
Karanigonj
Khagail
Karanigonj
Vawal
Karanigonj
Pargandaria
Karanigonj
Baghior
Karanigonj
Kawtail
Keranigonj
Zajira
Karanigonj
Pangone
Karanigonj
Bonogram
Karanigonj
Pothail
Activities performed during the year
1. Reorganize Panchayet Committee15- 150-46-196
Panchayet is the traditional legislative body of the Dalit community
since hundreds of year. It was observed that there is no similar
numbers of leaders or no regular sharing or not proper thinking on
human rights. They feel isolation as discrimination by the so called
mainstream people. SHAREE begins its work for the activation of the
Panchayet with the development trends that follows for the human
rights and support to extend the committee size with women and
youth inclusion in the committee. The usual number as observed is 5
to 7. The committee of new 15 areas is reorganized with 9-11
members. To reorganize the committee there was individual sharing
with the existing Panchayet members and other community people.
Finally a meeting organized with the community for sharing the

importance and elaboration of the role of Panchayet for community development. The leaders of the
Dalit Panchayet forum Participated in the meeting for sharing their existing Panchayet and the
activities performed by them. 15 new Panchayet reorganizes by following same procedure with 150
male and 46 female participants.
2. Organize new Shadow Panchayet
As per plan all new 15 Shadow Panchayet was formed in newly selected Panchayet areas. A total of 225
female office bearers have been selected to administering the newly formed female institutions. It may
be recall here that in order to empower and develop leadership & confidence of Dalit women,
development of an institution for them is a unique idea which was initiated by this project. In
organizing the new shadow Panchayet 15 meeting held in the 15 villages with both selected female and
the Panchayet representatives. Advance women leaders from old areas Panchayet also participated to
share their experiences to encourage women to come forward. A total of 272 female and 58 male
members were the participants in the meetings.
3. Development of Dalit Youth Club and registration
To involve in the youth in the community development and to support the Panchayet committee for
future sustainable development SHAREE planned to develop youth group in the existing working areas.
In the first year of operation the project success fully organized 10 youth group with both male and
female members. 31 members committee been formed in each of the area with the participation of
total 405 youth of which 219 male and 186 female. The newly formed group representatives were
trained by the project on formation & operation of club and youth leadership development. Two
training courses with the group leaders with a total of 65 members held to develop views and attitudes
with the responsibility to strengthen the club. Regular meeting and sharing by following the
democratic manner and keeping minutes and records and procedure for registration with Government
body for future mainstreaming. 2 courses with 36 male and 29 female were conducted during the
reporting period.
4. Dalit and Minority Human Rights Media Defender Forum Development and Meeting
SHAREE is providing its effort for Dalit and Minority human rights. Awareness to the community people
and development of massive awareness and linkage with the national power structure through
advocacy is followed by SHAREE in the process of its work. Micro Media is the powerful sources to
activate mass people to be vocal for the Dalit people. 20 media defender who are the reporters of
Different News media selected to report on the dalit situation regularly through their own news media
and provide a monthly report to SHAREE for its Dalit Kantho (a monthly newspaper published by
SHAREE). Orientation to the Media defenders held in the beginning of the year with the importance
and need of such forum. The journalist is the media of focusing the struggles of the people of any cast
anywhere in the country and in the world. Circulated message through mass media covers a massive
number of populations at a time and that makes people sensitive to act in favor or react as feeling. This
action reaction creation of mass people on Dalit situation is the main focus behind this arrangement by
SHAREE. For better understanding on the Dalit Situation, SHAREE working experiences with the
journalist shared for more clarification on the belief and attitude towards Dalit Human rights struggle
and the situation of Dalit community. To open the development door for the Dalit community
Government need to add special attention on the matter and regular focus through media report will
draw the attention for future course of action. It is the responsibility of the Government to support any
of the citizen considering no cast or race bar as constitution of the country. The Dalit (Horizon, Rishi
and Dom) are the citizen of the country but are deprived from the Strata of citizen rights. The
consensus of the media reporter developed a forum named as, “Bangladesh Dalit and Minority Human
rights Media Defender Forum.” The Forum decided that it is open for the entire journalist who feels to
join in this and be committed to focus Dalit struggle through the media. To report for monthly Dalit
Kantho the reporters are following the issues as decided in the forum meeting. 12 issues for twelve
months decided earlier and the Media defenders are sending the report by 1st week of next month.
The same report they are also reporting to publish in their working channel. The issues for 2015 were
Education, Political involvement of Dalit, Women participation in the social reformation, Safety net

facilities of the Government coverage to Dalit community, Situation of Dalit children, Dalit effort for
Khas land and fulfillment if any, Legal support to Dalit community, Human rights situation of Dalit
community, etc.
5. Bi-monthly meeting with Panchayet Committee
SHAREE is supporting the community leaders to b regular for community development plan and
implementation s planned. Part of democracy and good governance and transparency as well, practice
of regular sharing is essential. Keeping resolution, accounts, decision is the guide that they should
realize and practice. In the reporting year 169 meeting held with the Panchayet committee with a total
of 851 Committee leaders where 229 were the female participants.
6. Quarterly meeting with District committee
To strengthen the Net work of Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum District Committee of Dalit
Panchayet Forum has been formed to move for Dalit citizen rights and human rights. Quarterly
meeting with the District held accordingly as scheduled. The meeting with the committee places in the
community level or in the District level as decided earlier. One of the Project staff from SHAREE
participated as co-facilitator to initiate the discussion and plan for next step. Discussion in the meeting
mostly shared the safety net facilities they received and applied for and the problems of different Dalit
residing areas. The sharing supports each other to be more active for the community development.
Meeting as learning forum initiate them to advance for different information collection from the
Government service delivery sources and act accordingly. Political enrollment of any citizen is a safe
zone for any of the citizen for enjoying rights as citizen is reflected in the meeting to proceed for
sustainability with confidence. A total of 24 meetings held with the participation of 410 leaders of
which 111 were female. District committee formation and women involvement in the committee
supported Dalit women leadership development to work for women rights and human rights as well.
7. Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet forum NC Networking meeting and AGM support to National
Committee: Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum National Committee sit together quarterly to review
their activities and plan for next. In the 2nd quarter meeting the committee decided to go for new
committee formation with the participation of entire working area representatives. The 2 nd meeting
formed a convene committee of 11 members to continue the Forum activities until the next election
and also to act as preparatory committee a democratic election. The convene committee with the
support of SHAREE visited entire working areas to share the forum objectives in the community level.
This was an effective effort that support for a successful conference on 31st August, 2015. The
conference formed 41 members new committee where 11 women also placed in the different post of
the committee. It was only one female member in the previous committee. Dalit Women position will
support to resolves long struggles of Dalit women for empowerment. 88 male and 45 female
participants from entire working areas attended in the conference.
8. Community hearing with Panchayet committee at community level
The successful effort of a community mainly depends on the community participation. The Panchayet /
the community leaders are the designer for the community development. It was experienced that the
Panchayet are not properly sharing the plan program with the community except the festival. There
was less attention on the community development with the support of the Government Service
Delivery Institutions (SDI). SHAREE from the beginning of the project phase introduces them with the
SDI. After the formation of Shadow Women Panchayet the women group stated communication and
achieved good feedback. To activate Panchayet and to be more concerned on community
development, in the name of community hearing SHAREE support to organize a meeting with the
community. The Panchayet, Shadow women Panchayet and the community people of about 50-60
people attend in the meeting. Project Coordinator/ Deputy Project Coordinator of the project facilitate
the session for sharing by the Participants. The community people initiated share the Panchayet
activities so far done and expectation of the community for future. After the sharing of the community
people the Panchayet reflect their views and consolidate the activities for future. PC/DPC with the
permission shared the Formation of a Democratic Government, Five years plan, budget outline,
Distribution of budget as preference and as election manifesto, responsibilities of the Duty bearer and
responsibilities of the people. Introduction on the Govt. SDI and people’s responsibility for receiving as

rule also shared for community concern for getting support. In the reporting period 12 communities
hearing placed in the 12 community areas with the participation of 649 people of the community
where 366 were female participants. The reflection of the program found very positive as Panchayet
committed to be more active with inclusion of youth and women for any of the planning meeting and
implementation of the planned activities. Communication with the Govt. SDI developed. Old aged
Panchayet leaders become very happy for the effort with them and many of them realizes the
importance and urges the need for young and energetic group for real development.
9. Capacity building of New Panchayet on Management, Book Keeping & Community Leadership
Newly formed Shadow women Panchayet and reorganized Panchayet received the training to operate
the activities of the institution under a democratic process. Book-keeping, resolution writing with the
importance is shared in the meeting for good governance and transparency. Course curriculum
included various aspects such as how to strengthen the skills and abilities of people and community
groups to take effective action and leading roles in the development of their communities. The
activities involved developing confidence, skills, structures and knowledge, to increase the
opportunities communities have to make a real difference to the services, activities and changes that
take place in their area. A total of 60 Dalit members of which 17 were female received the training.
10. Training Module Development
To conduct training with the stake holders training module as guide need to prepare before
implementation of the planned training. Experienced staff of SHAREE prepares the module with the
process and the staff follows accordingly. Module for teachers training and the module for conducting
training with the Human Rights Defenders were prepared during the reporting period.
11. Constitution for Dalit Social Institution
Development of social institution for community development is the priority of SHAREE activities with
the community. Institutions are to run by following the constitution of their own for democratic
practice and transparency. Constitutions developed are (1) Constitutions of Dalit Youth Club, (2)
Constitution of Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh,(3) Constitution of Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet
Forum and(4) Constitution of Dalit human rights defender forum. It was prepared in consultation with
the executive committee of the institution. SHAREE believes that the Institutions are active is the steps
towards self reliance.
12. Quarterly Meeting of Dalit Youth Club
Youth club in the working community areas are formed to activate youth generation to the
development of their own community and to support the Panchayet for functioning the plan of
activities or plan for community development activities. Youth enrollment with the Panchayet
committee will be an added advantage to get speed of community development. The youth club
members meet quarterly to share the activities and to plan for new intervention. SHAREE project staff
participate the meeting to support their interaction in relation to community problem and the steps
taken, communication with the service delivery institute and achievement, Human rights violation and
steps by youth club etc related to community development move. 20 meeting held during the
reporting period with a total participation of 140 women and 327 male members.
13. Lobby and Advocacy Meeting with local Government representatives like UP Chairman, Upazila
Chairman
Lobby and advocacy with the Government officials and the local government authority is an integral
part of development that SHAREE maintains for its development intervention. It believes that the
integration with policy makers and duty bearers could change the existing development barriers of the
downtrodden community. It supports to be committed to the oppressed people in the society. In the
reporting period 13 meeting held in the different working areas with the participation of 223
stakeholders of the community. Upazila Social Welfare Officer, Union Chairman/ Members, Upazila

youth development Officer, Women Affairs officer, Education Officer were the guest to introduce the
support available with them and the process of receiving the support.
14. Human Right Defender Training to youth
This important sector of development integrated in the project from the third phase of intervention.
The youth groups are developed and trained on the club management and policy to run the regular
activities and plan for community development with the Panchayet. To develop the views and attitude
of the youth in the context of Human Rights and defending rights through the training on Human
Rights Defender training. Constitutional rights, citizen rights, International human rights as declared by
the UN are shared in the training course. The roles and responsibility of the defenders and the risk
overcoming process also shared in the course. 2 training courses with 60 members (38 male) of
different youth groups Conducted during the reporting year.
15. Support to Youth & Woman for skill development training (Govt. & Private)
Mobilization of youth group for skill development will initiate them for alternatives. Parental business
of the community is under threat because of modernized tools and style of manufacturing. The
community due to the lack of skills and capital is behind initiative and thus become poorest of the
poor. The alternative skills will support the new generation to learn new and as well as developing
relations with SDI. SHAREE develops linkage with the SDI and financial support from the project to
complete the course. This is to add here that the Department has also the support to train up the
youth by the Government facilities. 43 person in the reporting period received training through
Government support and 21 people through SHAREE support. Females are given priority for coming
out and go for alternatives.
16. Education and coaching centre operation
Seven education centers were in operation from the beginning of the project. In the 3rd phase of
operation working area increased and 2 more education center increases with coaching support
operation for class iii to v. Nine centers are running with 226 Pre-primary students and 219 coaching
students. Male female ratio in the schools are 45 -55.
17. Monthly meeting of Shadow women Panchayet
As per plan a total of 490 meetings held during the period. All Shadow Panchayet met once in every
month. All members of the shadow Panchayet committee attended the meetings. In those meeting
they shared their problems, discussed how they can solve those problems. Motivational campaign
from the project have resulted change of male traditional views and believes and agreed to allow their
women to participate side by side with the Panchayet Committee.
18. Quarterly meeting with Shadow Representative
To develop integration among Shadow women Panchayet about their steps and advancement in
relation to women empowerment and advancement as well as problems they faced during the quarter,
quarterly meetings are organized to share by the women representatives from Different Panchayet.
The program supported women folk to be vocal on women issues and sharing of their working
situation with progress they feel. 3 meetings held in the reporting period with the participation of 160
women and 12 male. The male Participants were from the Panchayet committee.
19. Orientation to District committee members on legal rights Constitutional rights and Human
Rights
Distinct Committee members are oriented on legal rights Constitutional rights and Human Rights as
scheduled in the year calendar. Training is planned to raise Dalit knowledge about legal matters
regarding constitutional rights, family law, law against WOV, etc., so that they can perform routine
tasks requiring some knowledge of the law and procedures. Both Panchayet and women leaders need
to know the constitutionally agreed legal procedures and rights to defend victim men/women in the
local arbitrary sessions.

One of the lawyers from the District Judge Court facilitated the course on the legal part of the course.
Human rights and constitutional rights are shared by the coordinator of the project. Land rights issues
attracted the participants and they wanted to know details on the issue. The participants shared the
problems they faced and the lawyer share the process as prescribed in the national law.
Constitutional rights, basic rights and human rights as on the state law encourage the participants to
mobilize for citizen rights. The courses were conducted in the District level and selected young aged
participants attended the course. 33 participants out of 90 were female from the District Committee.
20. Pair training on Gender equity
The sensitization about gender for community members is one of the most important issues
particularly for Dalit community. They believe females are only for child bearing/rearing and
housekeeping. Awareness about gender equality will contribute positively towards bringing change in
the society. The slogan for gender equity “let’s start from the family” is very true and authentic.
Sensitization of both male and female will contribute for bringing more justice and equity at the family
level. This is a 2 days duration training course, couple from each of the Panchayet committee
participated to realize the gender equity in the family level and in broader sense in the social life. The
gender sensitization on both male and female member of a family will bring out a change in the
society. Out of the total annual target of 2 courses organized with a total of 60 Dalit community
members. The training was conducted in the community level.
21. Rapid Response Support
16 houses of Fatullah Rishi para were burnt and 69 members of the families were home less and fallen
under a threatened in the rainy season. The over all observation after the incident makes us more
confident about the Leadership of Bangladesh Dalit Panchyet forum of Narayongonj district for their
efforts for future sustainability.
Fatullah is under Narayangonj District. The District Committee of Dalit Panchayet Forum in the very
early morning of the next day of the incident N.Gonj Dist. Commiittee chairman with some other
commiitte members met the victims along with at least 5 days rice, pulses, oil,salt, and utensils for
cooking for each of the victim family. They also supported with a cash of Tk. 1000/= to each of the
family. They collected it from the Dapa Rishi para faimilies.
The victims family under the leadership Dist. Committee met the UnionParished Chairman and
Counsellor, DC Office and District Relief Office for immediate shelter and support. It indicates that the
community is progressing with courage and their voice is raising gradually.
The Hindu Buddah Christian Oikko Parished and N. Gonj Dist. Committee of the Dalit community
organizes human chain and claimed for protection of Dalit Community.Total 7 Panchayet under city
area both male and female participated.
The Vicitims finally received the support from different corner like N.gonj Puza Committee (CI sheet,
Rice ,Potato), Shwashan committee (Shari, lungi,Blnket, rice, dal , patoto,salt), Policatical leader (cash
tk.10000/to each victim family), Upazila Nirbahi Officer ( cash Tk. 5000/ to each family), Local Member
of Parlament (Shari 1 piece to each family), Union Chairman (20 Kg of rice to each family) and some
more humanitarian sources. SHAREE immeditely supported with CI Sheet for Shelter.
The community is not alone and will never be alone if properly maintain the coordination with
different social sector and that has begun. They are becomming more capable to cope the disester.
22. Dalit Women Movement in Bangladesh quarterly meeting
Development of institution is the basis behind the mobilization of a community for demanding the
rights. Development of organization in the community level and making sensitize through regular
group meeting is the primary task to strengthen the views and ideas on the rights. Quarterly meeting
of the representatives of the shadow women Panchayet tighten the inter relation for a common voice
and thus stands the formation of Dalit Women movement in Bangladesh (DWMB). The ultimate aim of
DWMB is to raise the voice of women for Dalit women human rights and main stream with over all

women movement in Bangladesh. A constitution of DWMB is also prepared in consultation with other
women organization’s constitutions and the experts on women and development.
SHAREE support to DWMB to sit quarterly and share their area based information on the women issue
and stories on their success and problems. The committee member’s participation in the Rally, Human
chain, Lobby and advocacy meeting organizes by SHAREE and other women organization like
Bangladesh Mohila Oikkya Parishad, Bangladesh Mohila Parishad, Bangladesh Dalit Panchayet Forum
and Horizon Oikkyo Parishad support to learn more and the way of movement for women rights. 3
quarterly meeting held with 83 participants held during the year.
The new committee of DWMB formed in the reporting period in their 2 nd Bi-yearly conference.
Democratic consensus of more than 100 participants elected the committee. 31 members committee
from Rishi(Cobbler), Horizon (Sweeper)and Dom community representative elected for next 2 years.
23. Staff capacity building
Staff training on OIO held with the support and facilitation by the CSS consultant of Bread for the
World. All staff participated accordingly. This was most effective for SHAREE staff to take care of the
output and use of output for impact analysis on the project implementation. Development of TOR and
Process of Evaluation training also conducted by Brot where 2 senior staff of the organization
participated.
Except the above the staff and teachers are capacitated with the project orientation, Teachers training
on pedagogy and process of child education. Monthly meeting of the project staff also supported to
develop the process of working with Dalit community and evaluation of impact as well.
Activities
Planned
Achieved
Number
of
participants
Teachers refresher Training (# course)
1
1
11
Staff Orientation on the project
Monthly Staff meeting (with Teacher)

1
10

1
10

11
22

24. Publication of Monthly Dalit Kantha
12 issues on monthly Dalit Kantha circulated in the reporting period. 20 Dalit and Minorities Human
Rights Defender from 20 District regularly report on the prior selected issues in the yearly planning
meeting. 1500 copies published for each of the issue and distributed to all Government offices in the
working areas, Human rights organization , Dalit leaders in the working District. The issues covers in the
period as:
i) Government Safety Net Services received by Dalit community
ii) Minority Oppression
iii) Higher Education- Dalit community
iv) Opportunity to Dalit community under Local Government Infrastructure.
v) Dalit community participation in the Local Development program.
vi) Dalit Participation in the Politics.
vii) Dalit Women participation in theDevelopment program.
viii) Children of Dalit community.
ix) Professional situation of Dalit community.
x) Religious festival of Dalit community.
xi) Khas land and allocation for Dalit community.
xii) Government services received by Dalit community
The above were the selected issues for reporting. The reporter based on their study reported both
positive and negative as on the observation and views opined by the community, Officials, Politicians
and the social workers. Except the above the news letter enriches with the SHAREE effort with Dalit
community in the reporting month.

Project achievement:
1. Cooperation among male female for social work increases and women members are cotributing
better for receiving Govt. safety net services and youth women empowerment.
2. Woman involvement incrased by more than25% in the social intervention by the panchayets like
Shorodya Durga Puza implemention committee and included name of woman in the invition card
(Bhawyal, Pangaown, Lalbag Rishipara and Tanbazer Horizan coloni).
3. Above 70% children of working area able to admit in govt. primary school without any
discrimination.
4. Above 38%Parents are more active to take care for their children education.
5. 17 % of Community leaders are regularly communicating communicate with different type of govt.
service department by their own.
6. One thousand five hundred copies of Monthly Dalit Kantho and Media Defenders report on Dalit
issue supported mass people to be concerned in grounds of Dalit
7. 181 Participants from working panchayets received skill training for alternative with support of
department of Social Welfare. This has open the door specially to Dalit youth for future
sustainability. This indicates Dalit community inclusion is taking place in Government safety net
program.

Improving Access to Justice of Dalit CommunityThrough Human & Women
Rights Education”
Supported by : KIOS Finland
“Improving Access to Justice of Dalit Community through Human & Women Rights Education”
In implementation with the financial assistance from “KIOS-the Finish NGO Foundation from Human Right”
started its implementation from August 2012. This is as an integrated project to mainstream Dalit
community for establishment of their human rights through the net work of Dalit community. Two districts
of Bangladesh namely Jamalpur & Sherpur (200 kilometres from the Capital) where about 9000 (nine
thousand) Dalit reside were chosen as project area. The project duration ended on July 2014. Country
situation during that time was not favourable to visit the project area and thus it was delayed to start with
new contact. In the year 2015 KIOS organized its Coordination meeting with the partners at Nepal. The
Executive Director SHAREE participated in the Meeting and new commitment for continuation was agreed
from 2016. SHAREE by this planned to continue the regular activities from own fund with the existing
staffs. Staff orientation after the return of the Executive Director held accordingly and the priority activities
selected for Dalit human rights until the availability of fund.
Objectives of the Project
The project aimed at strengthening the Dalit local administrative institution “Panchayet” with women
inclusion in the committee for empowerment and development of women leadership



To make existing Panchayet gender sensitive and democratic.
Human Rights Defenders-both women and men fight for mainstreaming



Dalit community (Target Beneficiaries) have access to Civil Service Delivery Institutions
(CSDI) and local Government
 Dalit community (Target Beneficiaries) have access to information
Activities Performed During the Period
1.
Monthly staff meeting
Monthly meetings with the project staff have been plan to review the implementation progress,
bottlenecks, observations/suggestions of the field staff, etc., all planned monthly meetings are organized.
Executive Director of SHAREE, Project Coordinator and other senior staff members of SHAREE along with all
project staff attended those meetings. The meeting reviewed monthly physical and financial progress of
the project against plan. Based on the actual progress up to the month, plan for the next month is
prepared in a participatory way; necessary adjustments are also done in the implementation schedule. Self
evaluation also conducted in the meeting to identify their strength and weakness and also help develop
team spirit. Special tasks to the community staffs referred to take care of the community problems if any.
2.
Monthly Meeting with Panchayet Committee
Monthly Panchayet committee meetings held as per scheduled; Panchayet leaders themselves decide the
date and time of the monthly meeting. The meeting mainly focuses the activities of the Panchayet for
community peace and development, the activities are-- number of cases they mitigate, communications
with the Government Officials for different services, etc. Every Panchayet committee conducted 12
meeting, all leaders of 30 Panchayet participated the meeting. The project staff facilitate the meeting with
the intention of conducting informal training about various development issues including women’s role,
importance of marriage registration, gender equity, situation of child education and dropout, sanitation
system, Service Delivery Institutions supports, development of Dalit Panchayet Net Work etc. During the
reporting period 360 meeting held with total 550 members of the Panchayet.
Target
Achievement Participants
Remarks
M
F
Total
360
360
490
60 550
Every
Panchayet
committee
meets Bi-monthly. SHAREE staff
3.
Monthly meeting of Shadow Women Panchayet
A shadow woman Panchayet is village women working body to support Panchayet committee for
establishment of women rights in the community level. 15 members Shadow women Panchayet committee
meet monthly to analyze women situation in the community and how they could support women folk for
justice and gender equity. Trained field worker of SHAREE participate to support the women with the
information in a gradual basis on the Policy of Panchayet activities and how they could enjoy the activities
with their involvement, Gender equity and its importance in the family level, Participatory decision making
process, Safety net services of the Government, Bank account, monthly savings and future with savings
amount, importance of marriage registration, birth registration and its importance,
4.
Quarterly meeting District Committee
District of the Panchayets in the community level was formed to develop integration among the
community leaders for planning and providing combined effort for Dalit community development and
human rights as well. 2 District Committee is on operation one in Jamalpur and the other in Sherpur.
SHAREE supports the committee to sit quarterly to review their plan of action and achievement during the
period and plan for the next. 4 meetings with each of the committee held during the reporting period. The
Participants shared their effort for receiving services from Social Service Department, Youth Department
and the department of Youth. SHAREE introduces them with the Officials and to communicate in a regular
basis. Seeking support and Receiving support is the right of right holder is now clear to Dalit people.
5.
Advocacy meeting with Government Officials:
Government services are channelized through Upazila level government departments/agencies; as such
establishment and maintaining relationship with the Upazila level government Service delivery Institutions;
a good relationship would enhance possibilities of adequate supports for the Dalit community.

Services/safe net programs like- Handicapped allowance, special allowances for extreme poor Widow, VGD
& VGF card, Education allowances for the poorest family is canalized through the Department of Social
Welfare, Department of Youth, Department of Women Affairs, Department of Education. The project has
organized meetings with the above mentioned department of Nakla, Sherpur, Sarisabari, Jamalpur,
Sreebordi , Jenaigati Upazilas during the reporting period. A total of 68 meeting with 198 participants of
whom34 were women participated in the meetings. It should be noted here that Dalits were never
considered as deserving recipients of government support/grants because of their isolation from the
society. The project initiative has been appreciated by the concerned agencies; and government officials
agreed due to their ignorance Dalits were not considered earlier even though they deserve government
supports more than most of the existing recipients. After these meetings and personal lobbing by the
project local staff a good number of Dalit community members has already received government
supports/grant in a regular basis.
Services received during the reporting period:
Sherpur District and Jamalpur District Total
Service received
Total
Female Male
receiver
VGF Card
997
689
308
VGD
230
172
58
Maternity
allowance
93
67
26
Old aged allowance 140
36
104
Widow allowance
15
15
0
Disable allowance
8
5
3
Education stipend
402
271
222
RMP
86
77
9
40
days
work
support
198
143
55
Special
training
support for Dalit
51
24
27
Sevice/Alternative
job
39
15
24
Contribution
for 32templ
Puza
e
0
0
6. Training to Advocacy forum members on local planning on climate change
SHAREE as member of National Network on Climate Change (NCC B) executing the activities on the treat of
climate change. Awareness development and prepare the community people for adaptation under
changed situation. Advocacy Forum on climate change is the local body to support people with the
information on the subject. SHAREE organized training with the forum on local planning to save and
support community people to overcome the disaster situation. Expert from NCCB, Dhaka facilitate the 2
days training with the forum members. After the training courses the forum planned for people’s
awareness on the issue.
7. Constitution and legal rights training with the District Committee.
Distinct Committee members are trained on legal rights Constitutional rights and Human Rights. Training is
planned to raise Dalit knowledge about legal matters regarding constitutional rights, family law, law against
VOW, Land rights etc., so that they can perform routine tasks requiring some knowledge of the law and
procedures to defend victim men/women in the local arbitrary sessions.
One of the lawyers from the District Judge Court facilitated the course on the legal part of the course.
Human rights and constitutional rights are shared by the coordinator of the project. Land rights issues
attracted the participants and they wanted to know details on the issue. The participants shared the
problems they faced and the lawyer share the process as prescribed in the national law. Constitutional

rights, basic rights and human rights as on the state law encourage the participants to mobilize for citizen
rights. The courses were conducted in the District level and 30 selected participants attended the course
where 14 were female.
8. Lobby meeting with Union Chairman 16
This is a regular program that SHAREE encourages for drawing attention of the local authority to take care
and support to Dalit community. The local authority is the closer leader to support the community if they
communicate regularly. The meetings are organizes for favoring to the community. 16 meetings with the
elected local chairman held during the reporting period. The meetings were very successful in deed. The
meetings supported the community to get special attention for any of the available support through the
authority. A total of 83 male and 72 female participated in the bove meetings.
Achievement of the expected objective
After one year of implementation of the project activities some noticeable changes in the attitude and
behaviour of Panchayets leader’s are visible, a good number of Panchayet operations follow democratic
system, selection of Panchayet committee members now follow a more participatory process then before,
they started maintaining records accordingly for transparency. Panchayet is aware about women human
rights.









Shadow Women Panchayet has opened a window for the Dalit women; they are organized. Now
they are meeting regularly and discussing the issues related to development/oppressions, it makes
the women sensitive about their rights in the family as well as in the society. Moreover, this is the
only forum where they got opportunity to express own views for freedom, share their problems,
discuss solutions. It immensely helps building their self-confidence and respect. They meet, they
go out, they participate and speak out their problems with reasons scaling their gradual
advancement.
Increases school going children in Government Primary Education and reduces dropout
significantly.
Dalit male counterparts became gender sensitive and moderate regarding women issues. Joint
meeting in the community level with the Government and other service delivery institute, Training
in the community level and participation make them sensitive and aware about service delivery
systems and institutions.
Linkage/Networking meetings with Upazila Nirbahi Officer (Secretary of the Upazila Parishad),
other government agencies and mayors help establishing a good relationship with service delivery
agencies and administration. They are now more capable of demanding their share of facilities
from different agencies more confidently. The local government service delivery institutions are
fully aware about Dalit community problems; and good relationship also makes them more
supportive towards Dalit causes.
The Dalit youth group are united to defend any violation against Dalit community. They organize
Rally, Human chain and creating enable environment in favor of the community to get support of
the local leaders.

4. Pre-primary School for Dalit Children

Supported by- NGO Foundation
SHAREE with the support of NGO Foundation is running 4 pre-primary schools in the 4 Dalit colonies under
Sherpur District. NGO Foundation is running this special project for the poorest community children.
SHAREE SHAREE committed its services to education with an emphasis to the education of poorest family

children especially to Dalit Community as the community is far behind of the sector because of
discrimination & deprivation.
The schools are running in the following areas:
Sl.No

Name of the School

Location of the school

1
2
3
4

Bet Mari Pre-primary School
Hati Alga Pre-primary School
BolaiercharPre-primary School
Bhatpara pre-primary schyool

Bet Mari Rishi para
Hati Alga Rishipara
Bolaierchar Rishipara
Bhatpara Rishipara

The

No.
students
30
30
30
30

Female
students
18
16
18
17

Objectives of the Project are:
1. Development community concern
for children education.
2. Create opportunity for Pre-School
learning for Dalit children & reduce
dropout.
3. Mainstream
to
pre-school
graduate Dalit children with the
existing educational institutions
to continue the study.

A tri-way process is followed by SHAREE to attain the main objectives of the program.




Create opportunity for the children of Dalit community for education & mainstream with
the existing educational institutions.
Support to Government initiative to increase net enrollment rate of the children in the
primary education and reduce drop out to achieve the goal of MDG.
Develop community concern for children education.

The activities as per project documents are:
1. On-service refresher training for teachers: 4 teachers, appointed & trained to continue the service
in the community. Similar contents, as basic training like Child care, behavior of children, Teaching
techniques and use of learning materials through participatory process, etc., were covered. Sharing
of experience of the teacher ws the most effective learnings as guide for future. The refresher
training was conducted by SHAREE resource person from Head Office.
2. Mothers club meeting: Monthly meetings were conducted as planned. Mothers of the school
children oriented on the child care with immunization, nutrition food for the children, Women
rights and child rights, Parents responsibility for children education etc.
3. Mainstreaming to Govt. Primary Schools: 2014-2015 SHAREE operated pre-primary schools
succeeded to admit 53 children to nearby Primary Schools. Before the admission to primary school,
SHAREE field staff met the school authority to consider Dalit children and take special care to
reduce drop-out.
4. Monitoring: Regular follow up and monitoring was made by the staff and by the local Panchayet
committee. The final monitoring took place once
in a year where the senior most retired officers of
the Government are appointed by NGO
Foundation. The Officer visited the school as
scheduled and found everything going on as
guide of the Foundation. Last year there were 3

schools and this time after the visit increases one more school as demanded by the community.
Activities

2015

School running

Planned
4

% Achieved
Achieved
4

100

Mother's club 16
meetings
Monitoring
8

16

100

8

100

Student's
mainstreaming

53

100

53

5. Advocacy to Enhance Justice for the Climate Vulnerable People in
Bangladesh
NCC B Supported project
Bangladesh is widely recognized to be one of the most vulnerable countries in the world. The country is
already experiencing the adverse impact – hotter summer, irregular monsoon, untimely rainfall, heavy
rainfall over short period causing water logging and landslides, little rainfall in the dry season, increased
river flow and inundation during monsoon, Coastal erosion and river bank erosion. It is highly vulnerable
countries to climate change due to global warming, because it is low-lying, located on the Bay of Bengal in
the delta of the Ganges, Brahmaputra and Meghna and densely populated. Its national economy strongly
depends on agriculture and natural resources that are sensitive to climate change and sea level rise. Sea
level rise, temperature rise, increased evaporation, changes in precipitation and changes in cross boundary
river flows are identified as the agents of change, which cause the most threatening impacts in the natural,
social and economic systems of the country.
The key risks identified for adaptation are: drainage congestion reduced fresh water availability,
disturbance of morphologic processes and increased intensity of flooding and disasters.
Briefing about Network on Climate Change in Bangladesh
‘Network on Climate Change, Bangladesh (NCC.B)’ was established in 2005 with the support of ‘Bread for
the World (BftW)’, Germany to address climate challenges. NCC,B has started its journey from the
southwest coastal region of with a determination to work all over Bangladesh and has an aim to spread its
network throughout the South Asia. Nabolok, is leading NCC, B at present. Assistance for Slum Dwellers
(ASD), Bangladesh Auxiliary Services for Social Advancement (BASSA), Unnayan Dhara, Self- Help
Association for Rural people through Education &Entrepreneurship (SHAREE), Christian Commission for
Development in Bangladesh (CCDB), Church of Bangladesh Social Development Program (CBSDP), MATI
and LEADERS are the present member of the network. NCCB planned to form a Board of Trust with 5
founder members to run the planned activities in future.
Overall Goal: The interests, demands and needs of the most vulnerable people of Bangladesh are
recognized and considered in national climate change policy which is pro-poor and vulnerability oriented.
Lobby and advocacy and campaign are the activities that NCC B performing for National policy inclusion in
favor of the victims affected by the environ changes. Advocacy and Lobby in the National level are
organized by NCCB with all the partners’ participation and in the District level NCCB support to its members

to run the planned tasks. As member of the Net work SHAREE implemented the following activities in the
working areas under Sherpur and Pirojpur.
1. Formation of Advocacy Forum in the District.
2 Advocacy Forum in the District level was formed with 21 members in each. Sherpur and Pirojpur are the
areas where SHAREE implementing other development program with the poorest people. The forum meets
quarterly to share the latest situation and information on the climate change situation of the country for
preparing the People of the areas, Government plan for protection and support to reduce vulnerability,
sharing the demand of the people and process to share the views of the people for political consensus and
commitment. SHAREE organizes rally and human chain programs on climate change situation for the
awareness of the general mass are supported by the Forum.
2. Training to District Forum Members
An intensive training program was conducted with the Forum members on Local Adaptation Plan (LAP). 2
days training on the content was facilitated by the Specialist from NCCB. The members realize the LAP and
planned to forward the local demand to all Government Offices in the area and to NCCB for lobbying with
the National committee.
3. Post card campaign
This was the program to involve community people all over the country to send the people’s consent
before participation in the COP-21 conference in Paris. The printed matter in the post card was read out in
the school and college premises, in the populas area of the market and in the meeting with community.
The objective of the campaign clarified to the participants and then asked to sign. This was very helpful for
the people to know about the climate change situation and Government steps for future benefit of the
poorest community.
Climate change effect and its future threat to the people of the rural community is flashed through
different program like training, human chain, Rally and other campaign program with the community
people of Sherpur and Pirojpur District by SHAREE. NCCB supported to organize the events in the working
areas. Most of the people in the area are now oriented on the risk. Some people also practicing the
adaptation by their own. Poorest people yet to think and urges to Government for rapid action.

6.Staff Participation to different training Courses/ Workshop
Staff

Course participated

-Duration

Venue

Preo Bala Biswas
Prodip Das
Beauty Bepari
All staff of SHAREE

Inequality Program
Composite Heritage
Composite Heritage
Workshop on Impact
& Monitoring
Workshop
on
Project Evaluation

18-19/01/’15
11-15/02/’15
11-15/02/’15
26-27/06/’15
09-11/08/’15

Umesh Saha
Eva Paul
Preo Bala Biswas

Thailand
Nepal

Organized
by
OXFAM
ISD

Funded
by
Oxfam
BFTW

STEPS, Dhaka

SHAREE

BFTW

HOPE Center,
Savar
USA

BFTW

BFTW

Membership (with other Networks)
Name of Forun/Network

NGO Committee On Beijing
Plus Five, Bangladesh (NCBPB)

Position of the
Organization in the
network
Member.

Purpose of the network




Training supports.
Materials supports,





PRIP Trust

Partner







CAMPE

Partner

NGO Forum.

Member.

Naripokho/ Durbar Network

Partner

Gender & Development
Alliance

Member

South Asia Alliance for Poverty
Eradication

EC member Bangladesh
Chapter

SSA

Partner

Net Work for Climate Change
in Bangladesh(NCC B)

Partner







Information supports.
Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
Advocacy and lobbying support and
networking supports etc.
Training supports.
Materials supports,
Information supports.
Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
support.
Advocacy and lobbying support and
networking supports.
Awareness Raising on Quality education
Workshop Seminar on Quality Education and
education rights,
Publication on EFA
Rally EFA PRSP & MDG

Training and capacity building supports on
WATSAN
 Financial supports on WATSAN
development in the community level.
 Information and materials supports on
WATSAN.
 Advocacy and lobbying supports on
WATSAN.
 Networking supports on WATSAN.
 Workshop and seminar supports on
WATSAN development aspects.
 Training supports.
 Materials supports,
 Information supports.
 Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
 Advocacy and lobbying support and
networking supports etc..
 Training supports.
 Materials supports,
 Information supports.
 Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
 Advocacy and lobbying support and
networking supports etc.
 Information supports.
 Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
 Advocacy and lobbying support and
networking supports etc.
 Training supports.
 Materials supports,
 Information supports.
1. Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
Advocacy and lobbying support and networking
supports etc.
Training supports.
Materials supports,
Information supports.
Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
Advocacy and lobbying support and networking

ISD ,Nepal

Partner

supports etc.
Training supports.
Information supports.
Meetings, workshops and seminars etc.
Networking supports etc.

7. Research and report document
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Cobbler living in the uncertainty (2002-2003 Research study by Priya Saha and Rathidra Nath Paul)
3 FGD report on Cobbler community Problems and possible solution (2008 by Ranjan Bakshi Nupu)
1 FGD report on Dom community Problems and possible solution (2008 by Ranjan Bakshi Nupu)
2 FGD report on Sweeper community Problems and possible solution. (2008 by Ranjan Bakshi Nupu)
Base line survey on the Dalit community by Subash chandra Saha,Freelance
Internal Evaluation of Untouchables living in the Urban Slums of Bangladesh
Internal Evaluation on PLCEHD 1st Phase implemented by SHAREE
Internal Evaluation on “Promoting Gender Sensitive Panchayets of Dalit community in Bangladesh,
By Mr. Khairul Kabir , Consultant.
9. Report on Dalit Coomunity inclusion in the National Census 2011
10. Research study on Missing Minorities
11. Research study availability of Service Delivery Institution support to Dalit community

8.Publications:
1. Cobbler living in the uncertainty (2002-2003 Research study by Priya Saha and Rathidra Nath Paul)
2. An Endeavor to identify Dalit Challenges in Bangladesh
3. People’s perception on Hindu women Rights in Bangladesh.
4. SHAREE Initiative & Media Focus on Dalit Mainstreaming in Bangladesh
5. Bangladesh Journal for Dalit & Minmoroties
6. Dalit Kantha , Monthly News letter Focusin Dalit issues by Dalit and Minorities Human Rights Media
Defender
7. IEC materials for Dalit Unity and Solidarity

Conclusion
Before conclusion of the Annual report 2015 SHAREE need to share the condolence and sorrow about
the sudden death of its consultant and best supportive hand Mr. M.A.Zaman.
The report on the annual activities of SHAREE is briefly presented in its regular Annual report for general
information. SHAREE is committed to continue its services for the Dalit and Minorities human rights for a
peaceful Bangladesh where every citizen with no consideration of Cast & creed will enjoy the declared
Constitutional Rights. The local community and international humanitarian support will bring the happiness
in the family life of the people we have expression of grief.

